
 

 

P R O G R A M  

 FOUR COUNTRY WRESTLING TOUR 
(13 days trip) 

PARIS - ISTANBUL – VARNA -VELIKO TARNOVO - BUCUREST 
Paris – 1 day, Istanbul – 4 Days, Varna – 4 days, Vel.Tarnovo-1day, Bucur.-1 day, 2 days flights  

 

 

1
ST

  DAY – Fly from USA to Paris  
 

2th  DAY – arr. in PARIS  

PARIS – FRANCE 
 

11.00AM  -  Arr. in  Paris   …………………  – Eiffel Tower/ Louvre/ Notre Damme/ Sacre Ceure / 

  ……………………Arc de Triumphe/  Champs  Ellise /  Moulin Rouge / Concorde ………………… 
 

 

The Eiffel Tower is a puddle iron lattice tower located on the Champ de Mars in Paris. Built in 1889, it has 

become both a global icon of France and one of the most recognizable structures in the world. The tower is 

the tallest building in Paris
[10]

 and the most-visited paid monument in the world; millions of people ascend it 

every year. Named after its designer, engineer Gustave Eiffel, the tower was built as the entrance arch to the 

1889 World's Fair. 

 
 



Montmartre is a hill (the butte Montmartre) which is 130 metres high, giving its name to the surrounding 

district, in the north of Paris in the 18th arrondissement, a part of the Right Bank. Montmartre is primarily 

known for the white-domed Basilica of the Sacré Cœur on its summit and as a nightclub district. The other, 

older, church on the hill is Saint Pierre de Montmartre, which claims to be the location at which the Jesuit 

order of priests was founded. Many artists had studios or worked around the community of Montmartre such 

as Salvador Dalí, Amedeo Modigliani, Claude Monet, Piet Mondrian, Pablo Picasso and Vincent van Gogh. 

Montmartre is also the setting for several hit films. 
 
 

 
Notre-Dame de Paris (Notre Dame Cathedral), The early Gothic Cathédrale de Notre Dame (Our Lady) 
has a 12th century design but wasn't completed until the 14th. Still it is a good example of the development 

of the style, though the west or main portal is a bit unusual in its rigidity. Remember that this is an active 

church, there may even be a mass going on. Meanwhile anybody who's interested in history should check out 

the crypt, entered at the opposite end of the square, in which you can observe the foundation stones for 

buildings on the island going back to Roman times. 
 

Louvre 

 



The Louvre Museum or simply the Louvre – is one of the world's largest museums, the most visited art 

museum in the world and a historic monument. A central landmark of Paris, it is located on the Right Bank 

of the Seine in the 1st arrondissement (district). Nearly 35,000 objects from prehistory to the 19th century are 

exhibited over an area of 60,600 square metres (652,300 square feet).The museum is housed in the Louvre 

Palace (Palais du Louvre) which began as a fortress built in the late 12th century under Philip II. Remnants 

of the fortress are visible in the basement of the museum. The building was extended many times to form the 

present Louvre Palace. 

.  

 
 

 
 

 



The Arc de Triomphe (Arc de Triomphe de l'Étoile) is one of the most famous monuments in Paris. It stands 

in the centre of the Place Charles de Gaulle (originally named Place de l'Étoile), at the western end of the 
Champs-Élysées.[3] There is a smaller arch, the Arc de Triomphe du Carrousel, which stands west of the 
Louvre. The Arc de Triomphe (in English: "Triumphal Arch") honours those who fought and died for France 

in the French Revolutionary and the Napoleonic Wars, with the names of all French victories and generals 

inscribed on its inner and outer surfaces. Beneath its vault lies the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier from World 

War I. 

 
 

Moulin Rouge
 
is a cabaret built in 1889 by Joseph Oller, who also owned the Paris Olympia. Close to 

Montmartre in the Paris district of Pigalle on Boulevard de Clichy in the 18th arrondissement, it is marked 

by the red windmill on its roof. 
 

 
 
 

 



 
Istanbul ,one of the great historical cities of the world, is the only city in the world located upon two continents with one 

arm reaching out to Asia and the other arm to Europe. Through the city's heart runs the sea channel called the Bosphorus 

which reaches north to The Black Sea and south to the Marmara Sea. Istanbul is located in the Marmara region of Turkey 

and is a major seaport city as well as an industrial, commercial, educational and financial center and trade center. 

Manufactures include ship building, glass, textiles, shoes and cement. The city's inhabitants is about twelve million. 

The city is divided into three parts - the old city , the new city and the Asiatic side. The old town and new town which 

encompass the greater part of the city are located in Europe. The Asiatic side can be reached from the European side by 

two bridges, the Bosphorus Bridge, one of the world's longest suspension bridges and Fatih Sultan Mehmet Bridge. The 

Old City and the New City are separated by the Golden Horn, an inlet of the Bosphorus. It is a natural channel seven km 

long and is connected by two bridges, the Galata Bridge and Atatürk Bridge. 

 

 

 

3
nd

  Day  -  fly to Istanbul    
                 Arriving in Istanbul and accommodation in the hotel                                          
                 16.00 arriving –accommodation/sightseeing 

                  19.00 -diner    

                 20.00 – Sightseeing –Old Town 

    
BLUE MOSSQUE  (Sultan Ahmet Mosque) 
The last great imperial mosque, The Blue Mosque, was founded by Sultan Ahmet I and constructed by the architect 

Mehmet Aga between 1609 and 1616. Sultan Ahmet wanted to surpass Justinian and his Hagia Sophia, and on 
the other hand architect Mehmet Aga wanted to surpass his master Sinan. Sultan Ahmet was given little time 
to enjoy his mosque, for he died the year after its completion, when he was only twenty seven years of age 

    TOPKAPI  PALACE 



Topkapi Palace which was  built by Mehmet The Conqueror between the years 1462 and 1478  was constructed 
at Seraglio Point surrounded by the Sea of Marmara, the Golden Horn and the Bosphorus .  It is located on the 
first hill of old city. Topkapi Palace is one of the finest examples of the Ottoman civil architecture in existence.  
After harems were added to it  Suleyman moved with all his harem to the new palace. Topkapi Palace, the 
greatest residence of The Ottoman Dynasty, is one of the best museums in the world. This vast and 
fascinating complex served as Imperial residence for the Ottoman Empire  for more than four centuries 

 

 

4rd
- Istanbul 

    

    8.00 Breakfast  

    9.30 training-turkish coach 

- Lunch 

 - Sightseeing- BlueMasque /Cathedral Agia Sofia  

   ST. SOPHIA 

 

Hagia Sophia is the most renowned Byzantine cathedral and the best known Christian church in Istanbul. The church of 

the Divine Wisdom, the first church of Hagia Sophia was planned by Constantıne the Great, but it was built by his son and 

heir, Constantius . For almost a thousand years Hagia Sophia served as the cathedral of Constantinople of the Byzantine 

Empire.The name, Hagia Sophia, means sacred wisdom 

 

 
 

The City on the Seven Hills 

 
  

Istanbul was known as the city on the seven hills. Whether Constantine the Great was actually aware of the fact that the 

new city was, founded on seven hills remains uncertain.    

The seven hills, all located in the area within the walls, first appeared when the valleys of the Golden Horn and the 

Bosphorus were opened up during the Secondary and Tertiary periods. In the Ottoman, as in the earlier Byzantine period, 

each hill was surmounted by monumental religious buildings. 

The first hill on which the ancient city of Byzantium was founded, begins from Seraglio Point and extends over the whole 

area containing Hagia Sophia, the Sultan Ahmet Mosque and Topkapi Palace.    

On the second hill are to be found the Nuruosmaniye Mosque, Grand Bazaar and cemberlitas. The second hill is divided 

from the first by a fairly deep valley running from Babiali on the east Eminonu.    

The third hill is now occupied by the main buildings of Istanbul University, the Mosque of Beyazit to the south and the 

Mosque and Complex of Suleymaniye to the north. The southern slopes of the hill descend to Kumkapi and Langa.  

The fourth hill on which stood the Church of the Holy Aposties and, subsequently, the Mosque of Mehmet the Conqueror, 

slopes down rather steeply to the Golden Horn on the north and, rather more gently, to Aksaray on the south. 
 

On the fifth hill we find the Mosque of Sultan Selim. The fifth and the sixth hills are separated by the valley running down 

on the west to Balat on the shore of the Golden Horn.    

On the sixth hill are to be found the districts of Edirnekapi and Ayvansaray Its gentle slopes run out beyond the line of the 

defense walls.    

The seventh hill extends from Aksaray to the city defense walls and the Marmara. It is a broad hill with three summits 

producing a triangle with apices at Topkapi, Aksaray, and Yedikule.  
 

 

      13.00 Lunch  



      16.00 Competition 

   
       21.00 Dinner  

 

 

5
th
 Day - Istanbul 

 

     8.30 Breakfast  

      9.30  Trip with Boat-cruise at Bosphorus 

-lunch at the fish street 

- COMPETITION 

- diner –traditional Turkish restaurant 

- sightseeing 

 

 
 

 

The Bosphorus Story  
It is inevitable that so beautiful and dramatic a stretch of water, unimaginably deep in places, and dividing the continents 

of Europe and Asia with its swift and varying currents, should be surrounded by legend. 

The Bosphorus is about 30 km in length, with a width varying from about 700 m to 3.5 km. Its average depth is about 60 m 

but at certain points it is well over 100 m. The dominant current is from the Black Sea to the Sea of Marmara in places up 

to 4 knots but there are strong and erratic cross and under currents which make the Bosphorus more dangerous than the 

calm stretch of water it often appeared to be.  

The Asian side is covered with fruit trees, villages and the most delightful landscapes in nature. On the European side 

stands Istanbul situated on seven hills.  

The Bosphorus must have been a magical sight then, long stretches fringed with palaces and yalis leaning over the edge of 

the water.  

Today's Bosphorus has changed greatly with its busy coast roads and new suspension bridges linking Europe and Asia and 

its rash of modern apartment blocks, hotels and cafes along the shores.  

But magic still surrounds this sinuous ribbon of deep water.  There are still fruit trees and villages and delightful 

landscapes to be seen. And in spring the whole Bosphorus catches fire with the blossom of the Judas trees along the hill 



 

 

    
 

          

6
th
  Day – Istanbul /go to Varna 

 

      variant A.(day trip) -   8.00 Breakfast    and go to Varna (8h )–hot.”VIVA”-4* all inclusive           

          8.30 Go to Bulgaria  with lux bus /arr.in Varna at 16pm/ 

                                 -- swimming / diner / music-disco-carioki 

 

     variant   B. (night trip) –  rest in Istanbul all day and go the evening to BG (8h) 

               9.30h - training-BG-TUR-thecnique / lunch-tradish.T.R. / shoping /sightseeing /diner/--( 22pm-

DRIVE to BG -8h) 
 

= = = = = = = = = = = = = = // = = = = = = // = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 

VARNA – Bulgaria – Black sea 

 

7
th
 Day – Varna 

 

8.00 beach wrestling/ 

9.00 breakfast / 

10.00  - swimming / 

12.30  - lunch / 

14.00  - sightseeing –Varna town 

17.00  - training-BG coach /  

19.30  - diner 

20.30  -sightseeing 

21.30  - disco - carioky 

               

Varna  
 

The gem of the Bulgarian Black Sea is situated at the end of the big Varna Bay, with a convenient and well conserved water area. 
The city's peculiar sea charm is sublime and moving. Ancient, medieval, renaissance and modern cultures mingle and coexist 
throughout the city. Varna lies on the same latitude of the famous Atlantic resorts Bayonne and Biarritz in France, on a large, 
flat and high terrace on the northwestern most curve of the bay which juts some 7 km inland. During the holiday season, July and 
August, the sunshine allows 10-11 hours of sunbathing. There is nothing of the cold Baltic wind or the summer Riviera heat. 



The sea is amazingly calm and free of dangerous tides. 

 

                                                       Competition 

   
 

Beach wrestling and fun 

    

                                                            On the beach in Varna 

8
th
 Day – Varna 

 

8.00 – beach volley  

9.00 Breakfast  

10.00 swimming –sightseeing Varna town 

12.30 Lunch  

14.00 sightseeing 

16.00 training – BG-coach 

20.00 Dinner 

-- --  music -  Free time 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

  

The Opera House 

The Nezavisimost Square - home to the opera house - is a great starting point for a 
casual stroll to take in some of the city's other historic sights. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cathedral of the Assumption of the Virgin  

The 19th century Cathedral of the Assumption of the Virgin is an imposing landmark, 
which contains a finely carved iconostasis and bishop's throne, some interesting 
murals and stained glass. 

      



  

 
 
 
 
  

 
 
 
The Sea Garden – a wonderful place to enjoy magnificent sea views 
 
 
 
 

     
        

 9th
 Day – Varna 

 

   8.00 – beach football 

   9.00  - Breakfast 

   10.00 – water-ball 
   12.30 – lunch 

   14.00 -  sightseeing in Varna 

16.00 – COMPETITION 

   20.00 – diner –  

   21.00 – music-walk 
 

     
10

th
 Day – Varna 

 

          8.00 – beach wrestling 

9.00 – Breakfast 

10.00 - by boat - getting to know the Black sea coast / fishing 

13.00 – lunch 

14.00 – swimming – shopping 

17.00 – training-BG-RUSSIAN technique 

20.00 – diner 

21.00 – music-carioky 

 

Brandon Slay’s pyramid (Slay-second-left in the line down) 



 

 

11
th
 Day – - - VARNA – Veliko Tarnovo 

 

  

TZAREVETZ  CASTLE – the ancient capital of Bulgaria 

 

The town was founded in prehistoric times. Between 1187 and 1393 it was the capital of the Second Bulgarian State. The 
picturesque situation and panoramic view of the town, its rich cultural and historical heritage wins Veliko Tarnovo the recognition as 
a historical, cultural and tourist center of contemporary Bulgaria.  

 

 



9.00 – go to Veliko Tarnovo 

11-13h – sightseeing 

13 – Arbanassy - lunch – old Bg styl restorant – Bulg. traditional food 

14-16 –swimming – sightseeing in Arbanassy (old historical village ) 

16-19 –sightseeing Vel.Tarnovo  

19 – Diner- 

21 – Light & Sound Show –Tzarevetc Castel 

About Arbanassi 
 Arbanassi was founded in the late 15th centry by Christians coming from the south-

western parts of the Balkan peninsula -  
Bulgarians, Greeks, Albanisans. It was ruled for number of 
decades by different Ottoman notables. By the mid 16 th. 

Centry it  
became property of Roustem pasha, the Grand Vizir to the 

Sultan of the Ottoman Empire. 
The population was granted many privileges and paid reduced 

taxes, providing the safety of the pass 
nearby in return. These  

favourable conditions brought the settlement to a 
considerable prosperity and attracted new settlers.  
The wealthy Arbanassi merchants were actively 
involted in international trade and had established 

close link with Italy,  Austro-Hungary, Russia, Wallahia and 
Italia. They carried out significant transactions between 

European towns and Istanbul. A  
good number of crafts flourished in the village-goldsmith's, 
coppersmith's, blacksmith's, sericulture and silk-worm 

breeding.  
The diverse character of the population, its economic might 
and the intensive contacts with many countries were the main  
condition for the creation of an original culture Unique are the 
architectural and religions monuments that have come down 

to  
us from the 17th.and 18th.centuries - houses, streets, 
fountains churches, and monasteries, mural painting, 

iconostases and  
icons.  

The Konstantsaliev's house was built in the 17th century. The 
basement was built of stone. The main entrance was protected  

with a solid studded door. Although the premises are spacious and roomy, the large 
house fortress emanates coziness and  

warmth. This is additiunally emphasized by the rich decoration. The owner must 
have been a rich man with a sophisticated taste, while the master-builder must have 

been talented for creative work 

 



 

12
th
 DAY – Go to BUCUREST 

7.00 – breakfast 

8.00 – Go to BUCUREST 

11-13 – sightseeing – 

13-14 –Lunch and accommodation 

15.30 – COMPETITION 

18.30 – Diner 

20-22h – night sightseeing- old town “Little Paris” 

 

13
th
 DAY –  FLIGHT  HOME 

 

= = = = = = = = =  == // = == = =// == = = = = = = = = = = 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -  - - - -  - - - - - 

Here is what others think after visiting our camps:  

Zeke Jones, 
World gold medalist and Olympic Vice Champion in wrestling, US Olympic & World Team Coach  

“Bulgaria is the country where my star shined for the firs time. But only with the George Cup Tour I discovered the 
beauty of this country and I admired the hospitality of the people and the strength of the Bulgarian wrestlers.” 



 Wade Genova , USA Wrestling - one of the biggest organizer of 
wrestling tours, participant in many alike tours all around the world  

“George Cup Tours are the best tours I've ever been on before !!!” 

 Bob Scelton - Head Coach Division III-USA for several times; he is in charge 

this sport-cultural exchange; participant in George Sport Tour for 5 years in a row . 

"The most valuable thing about George Cup Tours is the way these camps succeed to combine the 
sport and cultural program. This makes the tour incredibly interesting and pleasant, as well as very 
efficient for the young wrestlers. Till now hundreds of American wrestlers had visited Bulgaria and 
Europe with the programs of George Sport Tour and now keep their precious memories from 
there..." 

  

Brandon Slay Olympic Champion – 2000, 2 times in 

George Sport Tours 

A team of 8 wrestlers from the US and myself are currently on a tour in Milan, Itlay. George has 
done a fabulous job of organizing the trip for us. The food, hotel, training, and experience has been 
great for these young men. We have seen the Duomo and the Last Supper. These young men are 
realizing how fortunate they are to be in a trip of this quality. We are leaving for Switzerland in the 
morning. I look forward to my next tour with George 
------------------ ---------------- ------------------- ------------- ----------------- ---------------- ----------------- ------ 
 

Michael Ondich 



Clarkstown High School 
North New City, New York 
 
“I have taken my high school wrestlers to 15 different countries to train and compete. Bulgaria has 
been the best trip I have ever been on. I have participated in 5 George Sport Tours and plan to go 
again next year. We are not a powerhouse team, and it is not necessary to have an incredibly 
skilled team to do this tour. On the George Sport Tour you will wrestle with highly skilled athletes, 
visit interesting cultural  sights, eat traditional food, and have a lot of fun. This trip was all inclusive, 
and had just the right amount of  wrestling, culture, and fun. Each coach and team can decide how 
much training or competition they want. I highly recommend this wrestling exchange because it will 
change you and your wrestlers forever.” 
 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

TIM FADER - …………………….?    (-:        

(3 or 4 time came to my tours…??? ) 


